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Bridging the VISIBILITY AND CONTROL Chasm

Absolute Debuts PC Protection

Endpoints go Wireless
Absolute Embedded in Laptops

Computing Goes Mobile
Data Escalates
Absolute Embedded in Tablets and Smartphones

New Absolute Leadership Team Expanded Security Product Roadmap recognizing the value of data over devices

R&D Investment Accelerates Innovation
Absolute Debuts Data + Shadow IT Discovery + Application Resilience

NEW: Self-healing Endpoint Security Platform
Absolute Adds User Awareness Solutions
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ABSOLUTE VISIBILITY & CONTROL EVERYWHERE

KEY USE CASES
- Enhance Asset Management
- Reduce Risk & Ensure Compliance
- Build Application Self-Healing
- Enhance Visibility & Discover Data
- Identify & Control Shadow IT
- Detect & Prevent Insider Threats
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SELF-HEALING DATA & DEVICE SECURITY PLATFORM

SELF-HEALING EMBEDDED PERSISTENCE®
THANK YOU